Active Air owners explain
improved ride comfort
Maneuvering in parking lots and
campgrounds

Fast lane changes

Rocking from wind and rough roads

“On two lane highways most of the way, encountering
many, many oncoming trucks (and passing ones as well)
along with very strong side winds. Prior to Active Air
installation, the ride was very tiring, requiring constant
two-handed steering with continuous correction. “With
Active Air, driving was simply a pleasure - even better
than we had expected,
Tori and Jim Kelso

“Your system improved my handling on curves and in
wind considerably.”
Ed and Judy

Entering main highways from
secondary roads

When we parked for the night we just activated the Air
Leveling System. We were level almost instantly and in
the morning we were on our way in no time.”
Al and Rita Jirsa

“In high winds the RV handled like there was just a
breeze. It also cornered without leaning over.
Al and Rita
“The added capability of being able to lower the coach
closer to the road is a real benefit too. It’s amazing
how much it helps in strong crosswinds
Steve Housley

Aids people and pets susceptible to
motion sickness
“Our birds thank you, too, as they enjoy the new,
smoother ride.
Al & Rita Jirsa
“I’m not tired after riding all day. Since the coach
doesn’t rock side to side on uneven surfaces or on
curves, I can relax.”
Sharin Housley

“Entering a cloverleaf off-ramp as fast as I dared
proved the system was all HWH promised. Sharp
curves go by without much thought, like driving a nice
automobile.”
Steve Housley

Clearing bumps or tree branches
Where the highway was rough we raised the unit and
the bumps were less jarring. The rest of our trip across
the US was just as enjoyable.
Al and Rita Jirsa
HWH engineers have even programmed options to lower
or raise the coach on either side, in the front, or all
together. It helps to lift the coach when we’re traveling
on a really bad section of highway with potholes, bad
bridge deck approaches, or those broken pavement joints
on a poor section of Interstate.”
Steve Housley

These are excerpts of quotes, full commentaries can be found on the
Active Air Party Line located at www.HWH.com

Active Air by HWH® is the next generation in ride control and comfort. For more information,
please contact or visit www.HWH.com or call our sales department at 800-321-3494.
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